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Warm / Humid / Clear / Full Moon / 74 degrees
Preliminary Notes:

Investigation was first for GAPS. Trains in the area. Fuel trucks are constant. Crickets
and Frogs are constant.

Investigation Notes
Group met at 10:30 to begin investigation. We had a thirty minute train delay. Once the train cleared we
arrived at the location. We set up base at the entrance to the cemetery. At 11:20 pm we divided into two
teams, with Tera, Dale, Hailee and Cindy being Team 1, Gloria, Kelly and Glynda being Team 2. Team 1 took
K2, Digital Voice Recorder and covered the West side of the cemetery while Team 2 took the Night Vision
Digital Video Recorder and a Digital Voice Recorder. I placed a cassette recorder under the arbor and let it
run. At 11:45 a group of people stopped by to visit the grave of J. Steven Briggs (the grave with the solar lamp).
This man had shot and killed himself December 30, 2008 and the daughter had stopped by with I presume her
son (Briggs' grandson) who had just graduated from high school. This group stayed for about 20 minutes.
At 12:35 as a group of us were standing just southwest of the arbor heard "Rick" come through on our walkie
talkies. This was a male voice and neither Dale or myself called this name out. At 12:40 Dale, Tera and Hailee
left the investigation. At 12:45, while trying to get more activity concerning "Rick," David discovered a
headstone marked Richard Sweeny, Sr. Additional attempts were made to see if the sound could be repeated
but nothing further happened. At 12:55 the remaining investigators packed up the equipment and concluded
the investigation.
Evidence Review
Digital Voice Recorders had nothing to report. Trains and trucks made it difficult to hear and investigators
were forced to start and stop sessions.
Digital Night Vision Camera yielded no visual evidence but did capture one EVP. This was taken shortly
before the "Rick" incident. David was just south of the arbor with the DNVC. He was alone sweeping the
cemetery with the camera . "I had panned from left to right stopping momentarily on the Briggs' site and was
panning back to my left when this EVP occurs. I did not hear anything at the time. There were no other
investigators with me, nor is it coming through the WT's."
Digital Still Cameras There were DSC's with each investigator but no unusual items were captured.
Personal Experiences
Cindy reported at one time during an EVP session (Olympus 3) that she heard some singing. There was
nothing found on the EVP. (Isolated and is posted as Olympus 3-Singing).

